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Don’t miss your chance to get this program. You can’t wait for download it.I brought up my soup, but I was scolded for doing so. "Your mouth is dirty," my mother said. "It's not dirty, I was just cleaning my teeth," I said, blushing. "You can't go around telling people that your mouth is dirty. They will start asking you why you have dirt under your tongue and then you'll never be able to go anywhere." She had a point. In Japan, as in other predominantly
Buddhist societies, one of the cardinal sins is saying that you have a dirty mouth. Doing so effectively stops you from getting a job or going anywhere. This is particularly true for boys. Men who have lived their lives clean-shaven are more likely to get a job than those who look or smell unkempt. How did we come to take cleanliness to such a degree in our modern culture? I was seven years old when I read about the manners of the ancient Chinese

philosopher Confucius (551-479 BC), who taught that "a gentleman's mouth has no dirt" and that "a gentleman's face is never grimed with a day's work". I read it in the pages of a battered paperback called The Art of the Bedside, which was published in the 1950s. Since I could not read it myself, I had to take a friend's word for it. My impression was that the ancient Chinese had really messed up. To begin with, the author said that they did not wash
their hands after eating. The child me was appalled. And rightly so. I would have considered that a very rude thing to do. So how have we come to feel it so sacred in our modern culture? How did we come to take cleanliness to such a degree in our modern culture? After World War II, Japanese soldiers were detained in camps around the country. Some of them died while they were in these camps and an estimated half a million people were taken from

their homes and forced to work, often in unhygienic and unsanitary conditions. This was not only done to the soldiers, but also to their families. The systematic mistreatment of the Japanese after the war resulted in the deaths of tens of thousands of people through disease and neglect. This has been estimated to be the equivalent of half a nuclear bomb detonation. The bombing 3da54e8ca3
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